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INCENTIVES. MOTIVES. AND RESPONSE BIAS
BY CHAR'LES F. CANNELL ANI) RAMON HENSON
(WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF JUDITH HYBELS)
The effectiveness of financial incentives is considered in relation to findings on response bias. Three
general patterns of response bias are discussed: effects of elapsed time between the event and the inter-
view, the importance or salience of the event for the person, and social desirability effects. The major
interpretation is that the biases are associated with patterns of respondent motivation. A model of
response problems and three types of respondent motivation are discussed. Incentives, especially
monetary rewards, are described iii this framework. It is concluded that payment to respondents can
be effective but only if used properly and an appropriate amount chosen. Remuneration presents more
complex issues than are usually anticipated by the researcher.
Rather than discuss specific effects of financial incentives on survey responses, we
propose to consider the issue of incentives in somewhat broader terms. We start
by summarizing research findings on response bias and discuss some of the
concepts of motivation relevant to these findings.
In the late 1950's the Inter-University Committee for Research on Consumer
Behavior was established to investigate problems of obtaining financial data with
survey research methods. Publications by Ferber and his colleagues at the Bureau
of Economic and Business Research at the University of Illinois and Katona,
Lansing, and associates at the Institute for Social Research, The University of
Michigan, report several investigations on response bias in surveys of financial
information. Somewhat later, a program of studies into problems of reporting
health information was undertaken by the present authors and their colleagues.
Ferber(1959) finds that non-mortgage debt, installment debt, and liquid asset
holdings are substantially underreported in surveys. Lansing,et al.(1961) report
similar findings for personal debts. Health data demonstrate underreporting of
hospitalizations (Cannell,etal.,1965a), physician visits (Cannell and Fowler.
1963), and the presence of chronic illness (Madow, 1967).
The results of the investigations by these and other researchers provide a
basis for sortie generalizations on response problems, especially on the validity of
report, and some correlates of invalidity. While not all of these studies show
comparable results, generally there is a high level of consistency among them, from
which the following generalizations can be derived.
As the time between an euent and the interview increases, underreporting of
information about that event becomes progressively greater.This generalization
will, of course, surprise no one, but what is unexpected is therapiditywith which
the failure to report the event increases with time. For reporting of visits to physi-
cians (Cannell and Fowler, 1963) the reporting rate drops over a two-week period
from 85 percent for one week preceding the interview to 70 percent for the second
preceding week. Samples drawn from hospital records show that 95 percent of
hospitalizations occurring within one month of the interview are reported,
while only about 70 percent of the hospitalizations from 1O-12 months prior to the
interview are reported (Cannell,et al.,1965a). Neter and Waksberg (1965, p. 13)
307found that lengthening the recall period fromone to six months led to a substantial
increase in underfeports of residential alternations andrepairs.
Events which are important to the individualare reported more corn pletelv and
accuraiel' than thoseofless importance.The concept of importance is variously
defined. As used here, "relevance"or "salience" are synonymous terms for im-
portance. Studies show that hospitalizations of longer durationand those involv-
ing surgery are more likely to be reported(Cannell, ci al., 1965a). The larger the
number of visits to a physician which therespondent has made for a chronic condi-
tion, the more likely it is that the conditionwill be reported to a survey interviewer.
In the previously mentioned Neter and Waksbergstudy of underreporting ofre-
pairs, the decline in reportingwas found to be considerably greater over time for
jobs costing less than S20 than formore expensive ones.
We have avoided referringto the phenomenon of underreporting interms
of "forgetting" because theterm has the implication that "forgotten"information
is forever lost and inaccessible.Studies show that much unreportedinformation is
not irretrievable, but can be reported,given adequate incentives,Interference theory of forgetting is relevantto these findings (Manis, 1971; Underwoodand
Postman, 1960). Forgetting isnot absolute; that is, information doesnot disappear from memory, butsome items are more difficult than othersto retrieve, because of
competing associations or interferencesfrom intervening events. As elapsedtime increases, there is greateropportunity for interference tooccur. The importance
or salience of the event for theperson show the same effects. The probabilityof interference is greater forunimportant events than formore important ones. This theory implies thatunderreporting is not that informationis truly forgotten in an absolutesense but is a failure of the informationretrieval process. This
conceptualization has an importantimplication: it suggests that reportingcan be improved by manipulatingconditions which facilitate recall.
The conclusion is that muchof the information whichrespondents are asked to report is not purposely withheld,hut some itemsare more difficult to retrieve from memory than others.Recall tasks,as presented to respondents,vary in difficulty, and the level ofdifficulty is related to howwell the task is performed. If the investigatorwere content to ask only for readilyavailable information, reporting error would be muchless of an issue. As the taskbecomes more difficult, the respondent mustexert greater effort for adequateperformance. Stated in terms of motivation, itsuggests that the more difficult thetask, the higher the level of motivation which is required foraccurate reporting.
Reporting of an event is likelyto be distorted in a socially desirabledirection. If the event is perceivedas embarrassing, sensitive innature, threatening, or divergent from one's self-image, it islikely not to bereported. Lansmg,etal. (1961)found that primary car loansare reported well, but secondaryloans are greatlyunderreported. Conversely, behavior perceivedas desirable tends to beoverreported; e.g., voting is reported when it didnot occur (Parry and Crossley,1950), respondentsoverstate the sizeofcontributions to charity (Parryand Crossley, 1950), andthe size of small savings accounts isover-stated (Ferber,et al.,1969). When asked thereason for their hospitalizations,respondents overreporteddiagnoses of benignneoplasms, stomach ulcers, and diseasesof the gall bladder,and greatly underreporteddiag- noses such as female breast andgenital disorders and diseascsof the nervoussystem (Cannell, ci al., l965a).
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Parfitt (1967) interviewed a sample of panel housewivesconcerning their
purchases of twelve consumer products. Overreporting wasfound to be related
to average frequency of purchase: the lowerthe frequency of purchase, the higher
the overreporting. The author suggests, "There maybe product fields that, in a
face-to-face interview, a housewife may be reluctant to admit shedoes not buy......
(p. 19). Purchase of butter, forexample. may be overreported with a concomitant
underreport of margarine purchases.
In these data we see another effect of respondentmotivation: the unwillingness
to reveal potentially embarrassing, threatening, orundesirable information; or,
conversely, the overreporting of information perceived asego-enhancing. Much
of the information which a respondent fails to report, however,is not repressed
or deeply threatening to his ego; it isonly mildly socially desirable or undesirable.
The failure to report accurately reveals a lackof willingness to accept the respon-
dent task and, as in the issue to retrieving materialfrom memory storage. the
solution is either to ask nothing which heperceives as embarrassing or ego-
enhancing, or to increase his willingness to take somerisks in revealing information.
The problem of respondent motivation is again apparent.
A MODEL OF REPORTING BEHAVIOR
Our interest in these principles of responsebias is not to demonstrate the
frailty of survey data but to provide a basis forhypotheses regarding factors under-
lying reporting patterns, and to suggest someapproaches for improving reporting
completeness and accuracy. The followingmodel illustrates the major processes
involved in obtaining a response to a single question.(See Figure 1.) To simplify
the model, we assume that the questionasked refers to some past event or behavior.
(A comparable model could be used forattitudinal information.) A further assump-
tion is that the question communicates theobjective perfectly and the respondent
has the required information accessible.
The process begins with the interviewerasking the question and the respon-
dent perceiving it. The steps required for adequate responseperformance are:
(1) the respondent's consideration of what informationis relevant for an adequate
answer, and a request forclarification if this is unclear: (2) memory search to
retrieve relevant information. The result of this memory scanis evaluated by the
respondent on the basis of his understanding ofhow adequately the retrieved in-
formation meets the question objective. Theresult may be further memory search.
(3) Next is an evaluation of the socialdesirability of the retrieved information. (4)
Then the information may be reported. The report maybe inaccurate because of
faulty or inadequate memory search, or it may beincomplete or inaccurate because
of the perceived consequences of its disclosure eventhough correct information
was available. The interviewerthen assesses the response, and evaluatesits com-
pleteness and its adequacy to meet thequestion objective. If he considers the
response to be inadequate, he uses aprobe which creates a feedback loop and
recycles the process. If the response is seen as adequate,it is recorded, and the cycle
is complete.
As the model indicates, adequate performancerequires that the respondent















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Lwilling to report accurately even though the information may he evaluated as
socially undesirable. Adequate task performance rests on the two components:
ability and motivation, and neither by itself is sufficient (Fowler, 1973: \'room,
1964). Data cited earlier indicate that respondents tend to fail in one or both of
these tasks. An inference to be drawn from this model is that the apparently simple
ob of adequate reporting requires the respondent to carry out successfully several
rather complex tasks. The respondent who is not adequately motivated is unlikely
to perfoi m wel! on any but the simplest of requests for information. \Ve can be
more specific. For a respondent to perform well he must be sufficiently motivated
to be conscientious in the complex job of memory search and evaluation of the
information. He must also be sufficiently motivated to report information even
though it may be threatening or sensitive.
Before discussing respondent motivation in more detail, we must mention
respondents' memory-searching skill and ability. That people vary in their ability
to recall information is COlflfllOfl knowledge. Recall ability is one of the requisites
for educational achievement. Recall tasks are included in many intelligence tests.
pointing to the relevance of memory in intellectual life. Tile implication of this is
two-fold. First, memory retrieval is a skill or an ability in which some people are
more competent than others. Second. memory searching is a taskwhich may
require a significant level of effort to perform adequately. Evidence for both of these
assumptions abounds. Both Ferber and Lansing have found that higher educated
respondents report savings accounts, cash loans, and life insurance policies more
accurately than lower educated respondents (Lansing, ci al.. 1961, p. 180). Our
data show similar relationships in the reporting of health events.
To achieve an adequate motivational leel is not easy: researchers have been
woefully unable to obtain the level of performance necessary for complete and
accurate reporting, and there is very little research on the motivational variables in
the interview. However, the theory relevant to motive patterns can be described, as
can some studies aimed at improving report by manipulatingboth motivational
and cognitive variables.
Most concepts of motivation involve some "path-goal" concept. consisting
basically of four components: (I) aneed,or some psychological or physical force
on the individual, (2) a goal. something which he perceives will, ifattained,partially
or wholly satisfy a need. When a need is linked to a specific goal perceived assatis-
fving it, forces are generated to move toward that goal. (3) apath:behavior takes
place only when the individual perceives that behavior as a path leading toward a
goal. (4)barriers:forces which make a path less desirable or attainable, sometimes
to the point where the negative values of the forces are greater than the positive
values of the goal. The path. then, is no longer perceived as desirable.
The relevance of this conceptualization for respondent behavior is readily
seen. Three types of respondent motive patterns may be postulated as most per-
tinent to an interview. One pattern assumes that the respondent is motivated by a
perception that his participation in the interview will enable him to achieve certain
personal goals. He evaluates the interview in terms of the attractiveness of the
purposes and objectives of the survey and their compatabilitywith his personal
goals, and he perceives the interview as an effective path to attaining those goals.
311In introducing the survey to therespondent, it is usual practice for the inter-
viewer to make statements about theimportance of thesurvey, and about the
research ohjçtjvs This statement ofpurpose and value hopefully demonstrates
to the respondent that the interview isa path for achieving some personal or social
goal.
For example, the interviewermay mention that most people look to financial
security a need), andone way they attempt to becomemore secure is through
accumulated savings and retirementaccumulations (goal). The interview isto find out about people'ssituations in these areas in orderto supply information to
policy makers to help safeguardthese assets (path). Some barriers inreporting may include the respondent'sunwillingness to report his financialsituation, and the difficulty in recalling such information.The interviewer assumes thatthe respon- dent will view his contributionto the survey as instrumentaltowards achieving some desired personal or social goal.
In practice itis often difficulto preirndents' personal goals, and respondents themselvesniay have different and even conflictinggoals. Further- more, it is the respondent'sperceptions of how the interviewwill meet his goals that is important. Lengthyexplanations may have littleor no effect, especially if the respondent hasnegative attitudes towards theinterview to begin with. Based on this analysis,one can make some guesses about theeffectiveness of payments to respondents. Themoney may be offered asa goal for the respondent where it is felt no goal exists.To be effective, theamount of money offeredmust be large enough to beworth working for. A crucialissue is the determinationof how large the paymentshould be to achieve thedesired effect. This isa more complex problem than itappears on the surface ifone can extrapolate from psychological experiments. Studies in equity,conformity, and compliancesuggest that if indivi- duals perceive that theyare overpaid, the effectson task performance may in fact be negative (Kaufmann,1971). How to determinethe appropriatepayment amount is a major researchproject in itself.
While suchpayment max' be particularly usefulin persuading therespondent to grant the interview, itseems unlikely to be an effectivemotive to accuratereport- ing unless a linkcan be made clearly betweenthe money and good roleperformance. In fact, thepayment may lead topoor behavior if therespondent feels that to bea good respondent heshould give theanswers the interviewerwants. If payment is to be used, it should bemade clear that it isgiven to encourage therespondent to work hard in recallingrelevant informationand to report accurately.More experi- ments on the use ofpayment to respondeimtsare needed to providesome answers to these issues.
A second type of motivepattern is also basedon a path-goal model, although the instrumentalrelationship is less directand the respondent'sgoals less specific. The major characteristicof this type ofmotivational pattern is thatthe respondent reacts to the interviewand the intervieweraccording to his habitualmode of response toward requestsmade on him bylegitimate agenciesor organizations in the society. He hasdeveloped norms ofgood citizenship,politeness, acquiescence to requests for information,etc. The respondentmay react positively tocooperating with agovernmental agency ora university. He may beflattered to be selectedas a respondent. He maysee his participationas good citizenship,or he may merely
312be exhibiting acquiescence or politeness to the interviewer's request.Some re-
searchers (Berkowitz, 1969: Darley and Latané, 1969) have pointed outthat for
many individuals a norm of social responsibilityand the introduction of certain
cues in the interview may activate andmotivate respondents. People with attitudes
favorable toward research often arc better respondents (Lansing, etal.. 1961).
Unfortunately. both research evidence and experience suggest stronglythat
these two types of motivations are not very effective inincreasing respondent
activity. Respondents do not share the researcher's goals, or,if they do, they fail
to see the interview as an effective way of achievingthat goal. While economic well-
being is important, reporting one's income and savings to aninterviewer is not
seen as related to this goal, even though theinterviewer may make a valiant attempt
to demonstrate the connection. Similarly, therespondent role may be seen as
related to citizen responsibility but this is not usually asufficiently salient or
strong motive to induce a high level of activity or awillingness to report em-
barrassing information.
In connection with a health survey, experimental lettersand brochures were
sent to respondents prior to the interview(Cannell. et al., 1965b). One brochure
attempted to attract the reader by emphasizing the relationshipbetween the inter-
view and "good health." The other stressed the citizenship role inparticipation in
the survey. Neither received much attention, and readershipappeared to have no
significant effect on the response rate or on the caliber of reporting.
In another study, Dommermuth and Cateora (1963)showed that respondents
who were sent individually typed letters a few daysbefore the interview had a
response rate identical with a respondent groupthat was not contacted prior to the
interview (94.8 percent).
Ferber (1959) reports that respondents receiving a letterrequesting help in
evaluating the interview reported debt information moreaccurately than those
receiving a customary introductory letter, but the former groupshowed a higher
refusal rate. Apparently, the evaluative letter weeded out thereluctant respondents,
leaving those better motivated. Generally, advance letters areof little aid either in
improving the response rate or eliciting better respondentperformance.
There is a third type of motivation which differs from the twoextrinsic goal
types mentioned above. This is the motivation whichis aroused by interpersonal
interaction which occurs between the interviewer and respondentduring the
interview. It is a common finding that respondents enjoy the interview, eventhough
they may he ignorant of its purpose, and the goal seems remote.Cannell and
Axelrod (1956). for example, found that 50 to 60 percentof respondents on four
surveys assessed the interview as t'er;'interesting, and almost none found it un-
interesting. But what did they enjoy'! And why? And, did itaffect the quality of
their responses? This third type of motivation is based onsomewhat more funda-
mental personal needs than the other two. Need for positiveinterpersonal rela-
tionships (or need for affiliation as Atkinson [1958] andMcClelland et al. [1953]
refer to it) is a source of motivation. The interactions of theinterview provide an
opportunity for these needs to become activated. The goal isachieved through the
interactive process itself.
To learn more about these interactions in interviews, wedeveloped a coding
system for classifying each activity of the respondentand interviewer (Marquis and
313Cannell, l969 Lansing, et aL, 1971). One consistent finding of the interaction
studies was that the interview was characterized ba balance in activity level
between the number of units of activity of the interviewer and the respondent.
Not only was there an overall balance or matching of activity level, butmajor
subclasses of behaviors tended to balance, espcciail' behaviors whichwere task-
oriented. Another significant finding was with regard to theamount of interviewer
feedback. In these studies, feedback constituted nearlyone-quarter of an inter-
viewer's activities. (This term includes both shortinterlections: "OK--1 see---
Good" or more extensive ones: "That's the kind of informationwe want," "You
are doing a good job." etci This finding (Marquis. ci al.. 1q72) is important.
particularly since in training no efforts are usually madeto instruct interviewers
as to how or when to provide feedback or even what feedback touse. Since findings
in other fields demonstrate the marked effect offeedbackon performance (Amnions
1956), it was disturbing to find thatone-quarter of behaviors, potentially very
significant for influencing response behavior,was uncontrolled.
This interaction analysis led toa series of experiments designed to control
and use feedback as a positive force fo improve reporting--bothto increase validity
of response and to increase the amount of informationreported. The first of these
was a study of reporting of chronic and acute conditions andsymptoms (Marquis,
ci aL, 1972). From this it was concluded that itwas feasible to change respondent
performance in a desired directionas a response to changes in the interviewer's
behavior.
A second series of studies was developed basedon the finding that respondents
and interviewers tended to showa balance in the level of behavioral interactions
in the interview, and that this levelcorrelated highly with the amount of inforina-
tion reported (Marquis and Cannell, 1969).This suggested that if the interviewer
was programmed for a high verbal output, therespondent might model his behavior
accordingly. and that if this occurred,more information might be reported.
Matarazzo and his colleagues (1972) havedemonstrated this type of modeling in
other settings.
To investigate modeling effects,we designed two questionnaires, againusing
health variables. In one, the questionswere the standard type while the other
contained the same questions lengthenedconsiderably, but in a way which did
not change the nature or amount of informationrequested (Laurent. 1972). This
series of studies suggests that increasingthe length of the question wouldincrease
the amount of information reported.Three alternative rationales for thequestion length effect were proposed.
The length of the question has cueingand motivational effectsupon report-
ing behavior. A longer questionmay convey the idea that the task is important
and deseres serious effort. The longquestions may also seem to setan unhurried frame of' reference.
Question length of interviewerspeech duration is a proxy foranother
variable: namely, the time given forrecall activity. A longer questionincreases the time available to therespondent for search activity andthus improves the information retrievalprocess.
Finally, it may be that redundancyimproves the clarity of thequestion and leads to better understandingof what is wanted.
314The next experiment undertaken was to combine question length and re-
inforcement with the prediction that this combination would yield even more
complete and accurate information. The results did not support the prediction
(Marquis. cial.,1972). While both verbal reinforcement and long questions
showed main effects; that is, increased the reporting of acute and chronic condi-
tions, the combination of the two resulted in lower reporting rates thaneither
technique by itself. In analyzing the data by educational level, some interesting
findings were revealed. For lower educated respondents, reinforcement improved
reporting, while long questions did not. For higher educated respondents. on
the other hand, the use of long questions improved their reporting while the use of
reinforcement did not.
Explanations for the differential effectiveness of the two procedures are
tentative at this point. It may be that higher educated respondents find verbal
reinforcement aversive, while lower educated respondents interpret it as encourage-
ment and meaningful feedback. On the other hand, higher educatedrespondents
may find the long questions stimulating, while lowereducated respondents find
them confusing. Education may also be a proxy variable for status, and the social
distance between the interviewer and the respondent may be a significant mediating
variable. The work of Hyman el al. (1954), Back and Gergen (1963), Dohrenwend,
ci al. (1968). Weiss (1968), and Williams (1968) all suggest this.
The modeling effect referred to earlier can also be accomplished another way.
The literature on imitative behavior by Bandura (1972) and others (Bandura and
Huston. 1964; Hicks. 1965) suggests that social learning is an important pheno-
menon on interpersonal settings, and many laboratorystudies have been conducted
to demonstrate the effectiveness of modeling procedures. Tofurther test such
effectiveness it was proposed that verbal modeling might facilitate and enhance
interview performance. A recent study (Henson, 1973) played a recorded model
interview to the respondents before the actual interview began. Preliminary
findings suggest that modeling is effective primarily with lower educated respon-
dents. The number of reported health conditions increased considerably among
this group. For higher educated respondents modeling makes nodifference in
reporting. Thus, education has again shown up as a significant mediating variable.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on our own work and on our interpretation of the findings of others,
we conclude that the task given to respondents in theusual sample survey is more
complex and makes greater demands than is usually considered. We conclude
further that respondents are generally not particularly motivated to performthe
task if it makes them work hard or report embarrassing information. They are
polite, willing to respond. hut unmotivated to work.
For most surveys, respondents do not share the research goals and they fail
to see how their own goals are served through the interview. Attempts tolead
respondents to make the connection between the interview purposes and their
own goals have not been successful in general. The useof payments to respondents
may be useful in obtaining the interview originally,but it is unclear as to its effec-




appears to us to be found in the interaction of the interview itselL Manipulating
interviewer behavior has shown potential for increasing good role performance.
The different interviewing techniques that have been implemented, however,
suggest that their effectiveness may depend on the educational level olthe respon-
dent. Whether education is a proxy variable for social distance between interviewer
and respondent has not yet been determined. Much further experimentation is
necessary before definite answers to the problem of response bias are possible.
The Suri'ev Research Center
Unwersitv of Michigan
State Unirersiiv of New York
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